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1. If a group 6 contains a normal subgroup . and 6/9 is isomorphic to

92, we call t an extension o] by 92. The problem of extension is to obtain

all extensions of 91 by t when 91 and 92 are given. The conditions to deter-

mine every extension were at first given by O. Schreier1) and afterwards by

K. Shoda’-’) in another way.

This note is devided in two parts. In section 2, we shall show that the

problem of extension can be reduced in a sense to the case when 91 is abelian,

and in section 3, we shall consider central extensions of by 9/ under the

assumption that 9t and 9I. are both abelian, where an extension of 91 by 9/ is

called a central extension when is contained in its center.
2. From the theorem of O. Sehreier, any extension of 91 by may be

determined by a factor set {Ca,} and a homomorphic mapping V of 9/ into

the residue class group of the automorphism group of 91 by its inner auto-
morphism group. We shall call such extension a v-extension. Let o be a
mapping from 9/ into the automorphism group of 91 such that the residue
class containing o a) is equal to v a). Then any V-extension may be deter-

mined by a factor set {Co,z) which satisfies the following conditions:
1) A(a)()=Cg,A()C, (A 91; a,b )
) C,,,o,= ,o,o.

We shall call such factor set a o-factor et.
Theorem 1. Let (C,) and (D,,,) be two r-factor sets. Then the set

D,CA,,,} is contained in the center , of 9 and satisfies the following
conditions"

z.,,,.z:(2=z.,.z.,o.
Conversely, if {C,) is a o-factor set, and if (Z,) is contained in ,, and

satisfies 3), then {D,,= C.,,Z,,} is a o-factor set.
Proof. If {Ca,) mad {D.,:,) are both o-factor sets, then from 1)

Cg,,,AC,,,= Dg)AD, for any A e 91, hence Z,,,,=D,C, . Further, since
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{D,:,) satisfies 2), ,...,,,...,,.c..,,Z",,,, C,,C,oZ.,,2, and hence {Z,. satisfies

3). Conversely, if {Ca,.) is a r-factor set and if {Z,.,} is contained in

and satisfies 3), then for (D,,,,= Ca,Z,} the conditions 1) and 2) will be easily

verified.

As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have the
Corollary. For any -extension b of by I, Ob/ is unicluely determined

disregarding ismrurrlbhisms.
If two -extensions and $’ are mutually isomorphic by a correspondence

such that every element of fit corresponds to itself and the residue class of

mod corresponding to a9I corresponds to such re3idue class of ’ mod fit,

then we shall say that an:l (’ have the same tyle. As is easily verified,

two extensions determined by r-factor sets (Ca,,,} and (D,,.} have the same
type if and only if there exists a set (Z} of elements from 3 such that

Da, Ca,bZ,, Zt:’)Zr,. Ill such a case, we say that (Da,,} is associated to (C,,,}.
This relation satisfie the three conditions of equivalence, and hence we can
classify all r:factor sets by this relation. The totality of these classes is de.

noted by E, (fit, 9J3, then there exists a one to one correspondence between
E, (, 2I) and the totality of types of extensions.

Now we shall suppose that there exists at least one -extension of fit by

*t, and select a -factor set (C,,,,}. Then for any -factor set
C(Z,,,, D,, ,,} is a -factor set respecting to where the homomorphism of

.t in the automorphism group of ., induced by o- is also denoted by
Further, (D,,.} is aociated to (D’,,) if and only if (Za,:, D,,.C,,,} is as-

D’ r,- Thus there exists a one to one correspondencesociatet to (Z’,.,,--- ,,,,.
between Eo (fit, 1:) and E, (., I. Accordingly we have;

Theorem 2. Let " be a hornomorphism of 9.I in the residue class group of
the autornorphsrn group of fit by its inner agtomorlhism grouts, and suppose
that there exists at least one v-extemion of by . Then there exists a one
to one correspondence between types of extension of by and those of
bygt.

AS is well known, E (, I) forms an abelian group by the definition of

products (Z,,,) (Z’,.)-- (Z,, Z’;,). This group will be called the group
o] -exten.ion of fit by 9t when there exists at least one -extension.

Corollary. I] the center of fit is unit group, then there exists a un."que
-extension of fit by for any .

Proof. If there exists at least one -extension then the uniqueness is an

immediate consequence of theorem 2. We shall prove the existence. By the
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assumption, the inner automorphism group of 2 is isomorphic to . We
shall identify this with . Let be the kernel of v and let /9 be the
image of 1 by V. Then v induces an isomorphim of 1/ on /3. Let in
this isomorphism a residue class a of / corresponds to a residue class

r(a) of /. Then the subgroup of x which consists of all elements

with forms r(a( N ac (N e 3, C ) is a v-extension of
Corollary. Let t and the center of have the finile orders m aul n

respectively, and suppose that m and n are coprime. Then there exists at most
one -extension of . by for any .

Proof. In this case, it will be easily verified that Eo (, ft) is a unit

group, and hence our assertion holds.

Specially, if the orders of and are both finite and coprime, then any
r-extension of by fL if exists, must be split.’

3. In this section, we shall consider central extensions of by 1 under
the assumptions that and are both abelian and ? has a finite number of
generators.

First of all, we shall state without proof Shoda’s theorem.

Theorem.) Let and be two groups, rout be defined by a set of
generators E-=(a) and defining relations R=(r’.,a)). Denote by (E) the free
group generated by E. and by the normal subgroup of (E) generated by R
and further by A() the autmnorphism group df . If a homomorphig map-
ping a a, from E) into A,,) and a homomorphic mapping ra) Arfrom
IR hto sJ satisfy the following conditions:

1) Aar(a)a A
2) A’=AA7 (where A is any dement of and rot) is the image of

r.’,a).)
then an extension of 9 by may be obtained by introducing the relations:

mAa?tA-, ra,A7 in the free produc of" and E). Conversely every ex-

tension may be obtained in such a way.
From this theorem, if 9 is abelian, any central extension of J by may

be determined by a homomorphic mapping from g/,,qj: E ob into J, whre
kE,0g denotes the commutator subgroup of /g) and

3) See footnote 1).
4) See Zassenhaus’s "Lehrbuch der Gruppentheorie" p. 125.
5) See section 1.
6) See footnote 2).
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Let 92=(a.t)x (a,,) be an abeiian group and t, be the order of a, then

92 may be regarded as defined by a set of generators E---.(at, a, as} and
defining relations r=a, r,=aa.a-ila-t(i, kl, n; i<k). Let _E) and
have the same significances as above, then we have the following lemma.

Lemma. fft/(E)oR is isomorphic with B (Wt) ... (W,,) x (WI,) (W,)
x x (Wn_,,,), where (W) (i= 1, 2, i) is a cychc group of order 0 and
(W )(i, k.---1, 2, n, is a cyclic group of order

Proof. We shall denote by ff the residue class group bR/(E)oR. is

generated by ---r,E,og) and r,=ri,,(E)off.. The following relations

hold in "r ar:a’; (aaagt), (r,a)q,

--r,(ar,a )(a.r,a )...(a-r,ar,-)a.;=r +’*’’’+t-i
t’- that is, -Hence, rr,r, r;,} :[ ([ is the unit element of ). Accordingly

by the mapping W , W, ,, is homomorphic to .
Converly, from the theorem in Zassenhus’s "Lehrbuch der Grupn-

thrie" p. 96, we can obtain a central extenzion of by 92, introducing the
a’rr-t into the free product ofrelations aWa;W-’, aaaaW;,

and fffi. ttence by the mapping W, , W,,, is homomorphic

with . Thus the lemma is proved.

Combining Shoda’s theorem and this lemma, we have

Theorem 3. Let , a, have the same significaes as above. If a
hmwrphic mapping frmn into is given by the mapping W A,

W, A,, then, introducing the relations a aaa;-a-tA,,- aAartA
in the free prodt of a (E), we have a central extension of Oy .
Conversely every central extensi of by may be obtained in such a way.

By theorem 3, every extension is determined by a see {A, A,) of ele-

ments from 9t such that A,= 1 (1 is the unit element of t). As is esily

verified, (A, A,,} aud (B, B,,) determine extensions of the same type

if and only if there exist n elements Ng,i= 1, 2, n) of and the follow-

ing conditions are satisfied"

1) B AN
2) B,:A,.

llence, we have the following theorem.

"l’let-et . The grotp central exlen;ion Et(Ot, k) is isomphic with
, : /:.t,, , x x 9,,_,,,, where 0hi== 1 2, n) is isomorphic9,,/t ..... x. ,,,.,,, x .O,
with 9t and 9t,:(i, kl n; ik) is isomphic with the subgroup of
which consists all elements whose ders deride t.


